well known average velocity ($v = 0.89 \text{ nm s}^{-1}$) and orientation. Taking the derivative of these trajectories yields a plot of the longitudinal velocities versus time (Fig. 2b). For clarity, we shifted the results for vortex A and C by $\pm 1 \text{ nm s}^{-1}$. The error bar denotes the uncertainty in $v$ ($\delta v = \pm 0.15 \text{ nm s}^{-1}$) due to the error in the vortex positions. The horizontal bar marks the time needed to traverse a distance $10a_0$ (630 nm). It is clearly seen that the velocity is modulated with a periodic component with amplitude $\Delta v = 0.6 \text{ nm s}^{-1}$ and period $a_0/v$. In the Fourier transform (Fig. 2c), this shows up as a peak at 14.1 mHz. Such a peak at the "washboard" frequency is known for periodic structures driven through random point disorder, but to the best of our knowledge this is the first time that this washboard feature has been found to survive in the creep regime. The periodic modulation also appears in the longitudinal displacement determined with respect to the average, uniform motion versus time. However, it is not observed in a plot of the transverse displacements versus time. Rather, we see on our timescale a random-walk-like transverse excursion of the bundle up to an amplitude $0.2a_0$, not yet enough to decide how the mean-squared displacement grows with time. We leave this for future investigations.

Fast imaging of vortex lattices by STM provides the possibility of studying the collective and plastic flow behaviour of elastic media through various configurations of disorder.  

---
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The use of microwaves to process absorbing materials was studied intensively in the 1970s and 1980s, and has now been applied to a wide variety of materials. Initially, success in microwave heating and sintering was confined mainly to oxide and some non-oxide ceramics, but recently the technique has been extended to carbide semimetals in cutting tools. Here we describe the microwave sintering of powdered metals to full density. We are able to sinter a wide range of standard powdered metals from commercial sources using a 2.45-GHz microwave field, yielding dense products with better mechanical properties than those obtained by conventional heating. These findings are surprising in view of the reflectivity of full metals at microwave frequencies. The ability of microwaves to sinter metals with sufficient efficiency in the preparation of high-performance metal parts needed in many industries, for example, in the automotive industry.

Reviews of microwave processing describe its use for materials ranging from wood, bacon and potato chips to rubber, ceramics and semiconductors, but make no mention of metal sintering. Wikiewicz et al. exposed a range of materials, including six metals (presumably partly oxidized in air) to a 2.4-GHz field, and reported modest heating (but not sintering), ranging from 120 °C for Mg to 768 °C for Fe. Sintering of tungsten carbide–cobalt composites has also been reported. Nishitani et al. by adding a few per cent of electrically conducting powders such as aluminium, the ability of refractory ceramics was considerably enhanced, but no mention was made of the microwave sintering of pure metal powders. Whitaker and Mingos used the highly exothermic (and rapid) reactions of metal powders with sulphur for the microwave-induced synthesis of metal sulphides. German describes microwave heating of oxide and non-oxide ceramics, but does not mention sintering of metals.

We have used commercial powdered metal components of various alloy compositions—including iron and steel, copper, aluminium, nickel, molybdenum, cobalt, tungsten, tungsten carbide and tin, and their alloys—to obtain essentially fully dense bodies with substantially improved mechanical properties compared to similar bodies sintered by conventional thermal means. Some of these samples were obtained from Keystone Powdered Metal Company (St. Mary, Pennsylvania, USA) and some were made in our laboratory. They were all standard 'green' parts—metal powders cold-pressed with a few per cent of organic binder. The typical size range was 2–5 cm in the largest dimension, with a wide variety of rectangular and cylindrical cross-sections, including typical toolled gears in the 1–4 cm range.

Over the past decade we have developed several specialized
microwave sintering chambers capable of processing a variety of samples with different shapes and sizes, and maintaining any temperature in the range from room temperature to 2,000°C. The microwave generators are operated at a frequency of 2.45 GHz, with power output in the range 1–6 kW, in both single- and multi-mode operation. Inside a typical microwave cavity is an alumina tube surrounded by ceramic fibre (typically mullite) insulation. The primary function of insulation is to preserve the heat inside the tube. Insulation does not absorb microwaves in the lower temperature ranges, but at higher temperatures there is some partition of the power dissipation between the insulation and the sample. For higher temperatures (above ~1,400°C) we use ZrO2 and even Y2O3 insulation, but these are much more expensive, and the partition is of course different. For some runs we utilize a secondary coupler or microwave susceptor rods made of SiC or MoSi2. Temperatures are read by optical pyrometers and/or sheathed thermocouples placed very close to the surface of the sample. Although relative readings are accurate to ±5°C, the absolute temperature has not been established to anywhere near that precision. The atmosphere can be controlled as needed: from air, to H2, to forming gas, to oxygen. A diagram of a typical microwave system for sintering of powdered metals is shown in Fig. 1.

The ‘green’ commercial powdered-metal bodies are introduced into the microwave chamber and heated at 1,100–1,300°C typically for times ranging from 5 minutes to one hour in forming gas (N2 + H2) or in a pure hydrogen atmosphere. In a large number of cases, similar samples have been heated in conventional furnaces for direct comparison of the properties. The first few runs produced highly sintered bodies in a very short period of time. This was achieved in our controlled-atmosphere microwave system with 2.45-GHz frequency and a maximum 6-kW power: but only 1.4 kW of power was used to attain the desired sintering temperatures. Typically the total cycle time was ~90 minutes. For this sintering process, we have established that similar heating occurs without using susceptors. The only difference is that with susceptors the overall heating is faster. This was proved by conducting several experiments by removing the susceptors altogether and monitoring the power level. It was also established in essentially all cases that the net shape of the green part was retained precisely (with the usual shrinkage if any was planned), and a fine microstructure was produced. Table 1 shows data for some of these microwave-processed parts, and the corresponding properties of parts of the same composition made by conventional means. Our findings indicate that every powdered-metal ‘green’ body so far tested could be sintered in 10–30 minutes in an appropriate microwave sintering apparatus. It is also clear that in almost all cases, the modulus of rupture (MOR) of microwave-processed samples is substantially higher than the conventional samples; in the case of the Fe-Ni composition, it was 60% higher. The densities of many microwave-processed samples are also higher than conventional samples. The samples with a composition of Fe + Cu(2%) + graphite (0.8%) were processed in a microwave field at 1,200°C for 30 minutes. The microwave-sintered and ‘green’ samples were characterized for their microstructure by optical microscopy and for phase composition by X-ray diffraction. The microstructure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Green density (g/cm³)</th>
<th>Sintered density (g/cm³)</th>
<th>Rockwell hardness</th>
<th>MOR (45°/min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe-Ni</td>
<td>MW</td>
<td>711</td>
<td>716</td>
<td>882</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(industrial part)</td>
<td>Conv</td>
<td>723</td>
<td>723</td>
<td>877</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-Cu</td>
<td>MW</td>
<td>6.61</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(industrial part)</td>
<td>Conv</td>
<td>6.77</td>
<td>6.84</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-Cu</td>
<td>MW</td>
<td>6.96</td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td>875</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(fin sample)</td>
<td>Conv</td>
<td>6.92</td>
<td>6.94</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MW microwave processed: conv, conventionally processed. The modulus of rupture (MOR) of most microwave-processed samples is higher than that of conventional samples. The densities of many microwave-processed samples are also higher than those of conventional samples.
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**Figure 1** Diagram of microwave system for sintering of powdered-metal parts. The system consists of a 2.45-GHz microwave oven (cavity) and a ceramic (alumina) tube which is inserted into the cavity and surrounded by ceramic fibre blocks. Inside the insulation, SiC or MoSi2 susceptor rods are inserted. The sample is placed inside the ceramic tube. The system is capable of achieving temperatures up to 1,800°C and any desired atmospheres (such as H2, N2, Ar) can be used. The same system has been used with or without the susceptor (SiC/MoSi2 rods). Sintering times without the rods are somewhat longer but no other change is noted.
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**Figure 2** Optical micrographs of two sets of ‘green’ (that is, unsintered) and microwave-sintered powdered-metal parts processed at 1,200°C for 30 minutes. a, b, Fe-Cu-C, ‘green’ sample (a), microwave-sintered sample (b). c, d, Fe-Ni-C, ‘green’ sample (c), microwave-sintered sample (d). Microwave-sintered powdered-metal parts show excellent sintering of Fe particles. In the Fe-Cu-C system, copper melted and spread into Fe particle boundaries forming Fe-Cu solid solutions (b). In the Fe-Ni-C system, the microstructure shows light shades for austenitic nickel-rich islands (d). In both cases, the formation of steel was confirmed by X-ray diffraction.
photographs (Fig. 2) indicate that excellent sintering had occurred between the iron particles, and that the copper had melted and spread into the iron-particle boundaries forming Fe-Cu solid solutions. The X-ray diffractograms confirm the microscopy observations, and show that the sintered sample contained only a α-iron solid solution single phase.

We also microwave-sintered several powders of pure metals. Only one representative example is described here. Cobalt metal powder was pressed into pellets, and microwave sintered in pure H₂ at 1 atmosphere pressure at various temperatures ranging from 900 to 1,200°C for 10 minutes. The density reached 8.70 g cm⁻³ at 900°C to 8.88 g cm⁻³ at 1,000–1,050°C, and very near theoretical density of 8.89 g cm⁻³ at 1,100–1,200°C.

These findings have implications for the field of powdered-metal technology. Metal powders are used in industry for a wide range of products and applications. Traditional powder metallurgy involves a process whereby a metal or alloy powder is compacted as a green body and sintered to net shape at elevated temperatures. This process is not labour-intensive, but does consume considerable energy. It conserves materials, and produces high-quality components with reproducible properties. However, the need for materials of high integrity for advanced engineering applications requires newer technologies. The attainment of finer microstructures and near-theoretical densities in special powdered-metal components is still elusive and challenging. Increasing cost is also a concern. The microwave processing method reported here may offer finer microstructures and better properties in powdered-metal products at lower cost. The main reason why the microwave process yields better mechanical properties is two-fold, especially in the case of powdered metals: it produces finer grain size, and the shape of the porosity (if any) is different from that generated during conventional heatings. In microwave-processed powdered-metal samples we observed round-edged porosities, producing higher ductility and toughness.

The implications for the fundamental science of microwave-materials interaction are less clear. What is certain from this work and that of Willett-Porada et al. on ceramic sintering is that these interactions are more complex than hitherto suspected. The following factors, at least, contribute significantly to the total microwave heating of powdered metals (object shape and size are also known to play a part, but have not been quantified in detail). First, the microwave field generated by a magnetron and the existence of an automatic cut-off mechanism to avoid burn-out due to reflected power. Second, the presence of SiC susceptors rods—taking up only a small fraction of the total space. Third, the existence of a cylindrical insulation package made of aluminium fibres essentially transparent to 2.45-GHz radiation at room temperature, surrounding an alumina tube. Last, the size and nature of the sample placed in the centre of the alumina tube (see Fig. 1).

How the microwave energy absorption is divided between the susceptors, insulation, and sample is a generic issue for all microwave processing, and we consider it in more detail in Supplementary Information. This analysis shows that there is no complete theory to explain even the simplest case of sintering of a ceramic. Furthermore, Cheradzi et al. recently claimed that in most ceramics the dielectric loss mechanism was a minor contribution to the power absorbed compared to the induction losses caused by eddy currents. These authors also attribute the heating—they did no sintering—of metals also to eddy-current losses from the electric field. Their evidence, obtained using samples of different size and shape in different orientations, supports the role of such eddy-current losses as a major contributor to the heating of metals. However, all their experiments were done in a single-mode cavity where the orientation of the electric and magnetic fields can be fixed. All our work was done in multimode cavities where the situation is much less determined; but the role of the electric field cannot be ignored.

Another possible significant contribution to the absorption of microwave power, on which much theoretical work has been done, is multiple scattering in powdered assemblages; this is especially applicable to ceramics and higher microwave frequencies.